RAT CONTROVERSY CONTINUES TO HEAT UP

TV Reporter Ticketed on Mt. Evans

By Bill Schneider, 6-12-07

Because of the recent publicity over Mount Evans, mainly on NewWest.net but also in the Denver Post and local newspapers and because of attention from Congress, a local TV station, KCNC-TV, sent reporter Rick Sallinger up to the mountain to check it out.

And guess what, the Forest Service (FS) gave him a ticket when he parked along State Highway 5 to film his story, exactly what the FS assured NewWest.net in an earlier article would not happen. And what the fee opponents claim is illegal.

See Sallinger's report by clicking here.

The reporter did a nice job on the story, giving it a light, humorous slant while hitting the key points of the controversy. Too bad the whole situation isn’t funny.

Read the rest of the story at

http://www.newwest.net/index.php/topic/article/tv_reporter_ticketed_on_mt_evans/C41/L41/